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Notes on the translation. My aim has been (O restore page
breaks, paragraphs, and emphatic capitals, so that the
interested reader mayeasily locate the corresponding
Latin in Galileo's original text. Given the differences in
grammar between Latin and English it has seldom been
possibIe to locate page breaks at corresponding words; I
have generally chosen a clear phrase which the reader
may use to connect the translation and the Latin text. I
have also corrected several mistranslations and anachro
nisms, and restored a lost figure at the foot of folio 21,
but I have not corrected errors in Galileo's original fig
ures.

On the last line of folio 5 Galileo mistakenly gives the
Earth's disrance from the Moon as 60 diameters; rhis is
an error in units. The accepted distance in Galileo's day
was sixty times the radius of the earth, or 60 semi-diam
eters. This error has been corrected by hand in the copy
reproduced here and duly noted on the equivalent page
of the translation. A corresponding change required on
the reverse of folio 6 was not made in the original but
has been noted in rhe translation.

Galileo provides a number of informative page headings.
These have also been reproduced here, using capital let
ters.

In the figures showing Jupiter's satellites, 'Ori.' stands for
'Oriens' meaning 'East', and 'Occ.' stands for 'Occidens'
meaning 'West.'
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TO THE MOST SERENE
COSIMa DE' MEDICI THE SECOND,
FOURTH GRAND-DUKE OF TUSCANY

There is certainly something very noble and large minded
in the intention o/ those who have endeavored to protect
from envy the noble achievements o/ distinguished men,
and to rescue their names, worthy o/ immortality, from
oblivion and decay. This desire has given us the lineaments
o/ fåmous men, sculptured in marble, or fåshioned in
bronze, as a memorial o/them to fUture ages; to the same
fteling we owe the erection o/statues, both ordinary and
equestrian; hence, as the poet says, has originated expendi
ture, mounting to the stars, upon columns and pyramids;
with this desire, lastly, cities have been buiIt, and distin
guished by the names o/those men, whom the gratitude o/
posterity thought worthy o/being handed down to all ages.
For the state o/the human mind is such that, unless it be
continually stirred by the counterparts o/matters obtruding
themselves upon itfrom without, all recollection o/the mat
ters easily passes away from it.

But others, having regard flr more stable and more last
ing monuments, secured the eternity o/ the fåme o/great
men by placing it under the protection, not o/ marble or
bronze,



but o/the Muses' guardianship and the imperishable mon
uments o/literature. But why do I mention these things, as
if human wit, content with these regions, did not dare to
advance fitrther; whereas, since she well understood that all
human monuments do perish at last by violence, by weath
er, or by age, she took a wider view, and invented more
imperishable signs, over which destroying Time and envious
Age could claim no rights; so, betaking herset(to the sky, she
inscribed on the well-known orbs o/ the brightest stars 
those everlasting orbs - the names o/those who, fOr eminent
andgod-like deeds, were accounted worthy to enjoy an eter
nity in company with the stars. Whereftre the fime o/
Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Hercules, and the rest o/the heroes
by whose names the stars are called, will notfide until the
extinction o/ the splendor o/ the constellations themselves.
But this invention o/ human shrewdness, so particularly
noble and admirable, has gone out o/date ages ago, inas
much as primeval heroes are in possession o/ those bright
abodes, and keep them by a sort o/right; into whose com
pany the affietion o/Augustus in vain attempted to intro
duceJulius Caesar; fOr when he wished that the name o/the
Julian constellation should be given to a star, which
appeared in his time, one o/those which the Greeks and the
Latins alike name, from their hair-like taiIs, comets, it van
ished in a short time and mocked his too eager hope. But we
are able to read the heavens fOr your highness, most Serene
Prince, fir more truly and more happily, fOr scarcely have
the immortal graces o/your mind begun to shine on earth,
when bright stars present themselves in the heavens, like
tongues
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to tell and celebrate your most surpassing virtues to all time.
Behold therefOre, fOur stars reserved fOr your ftmous name,
and those not belonging to the common and less conspicu
ous multitude o/fixed stars, but in the bright ranks o/the
planets, fOur stars which, with diffirent motions among
themselves, together hold their paths and orbs with mar
velous speed around the planet Jupiter, the most glorious o/
all the planets, as if they were his own children, while all
the while with one accord they complete all together mighty
revolutions every twelve years round the center o/the uni
verse, that is, round the Sun. But the Maker o/ the Stars
himselfseemed to direct me by clear reasons to assign these
new planets to the ftmous name o/your Highness in pref
erence to all others. For just as these stars, like children wor
thy o/their sire, never leave the side o/Jupiter by any appre
ciable distance, so who does not know that clemency, kind
ness o/heart, gentleness o/manners, splendor o/royal blood,
nobleness in public/unctions, wide extent o/influence and
power over others, all o/ which have fixed their common
abode and seat in your Highness, who, I say, does not know
that all these qualities, according to the providence o/God,
from whom all good things do come, emanate from the
benign star o/Jupiter? Jupiter, Jupiter, I maintain, at the
instant o/ the birth o/ your Highness having at length
emergedfrom the turbid mists o/the horizon, and being in
possession o/the middle quarter o/the heavens, and illumi
nating the eastern angle, from his own royal house, from
that exalted throne, looked out upon your most happy birth,
andpouredfOrth into a most pure atmosphere



all the brightness ofhis majesty, in order that your tender
body andyour mind, though that was aiready adorned by
God with still more splendid graces, might imbibe with
yourfirst breath the whole ofthat influence andpower. But
why should luse only plausible arguments when I ean
almost absolutely demonstrate my eonclusion? It was the
will ofAlmighty God that I should be judged by your most
serene parents not unworthy to be employed in teaehing
your highness mathematies. whieh duty I diseharged, dur
ing the jOur years justpassed, at that time ofthe year when
it is eustomary to take a relaxation from severer studies.
Whereftre, since it evidently fill to my lot by Gods will, to
serve your highness, and so to receive the rays ofyour sur
passing clemeney and beneficence in a position near your
person, what wonder is it ifyou have so warmed my heart
that it thinks about searcely anything else day and night,
but how l, who am indeed your subjeet not only by incli
nation, but also by my very birth and lineage, may be
known to be most anxious jOryour glory, and most gratefiil
to you? And so, inasmueh as under your patronage, most
serene C O S I M O, I have diseovered these stars, whieh
were unknown to all astronomers beftre me, I have, with
very good right, determined to designate them with the most
august name ofyourftmily. And as I was the first to inves
tigate them, who ean rightly blame me if I give them a
name, and eall them the M E D I C E A N S T A R S,
hoping that as mueh eonsideration mayaecrue to these stars
from this tide, as other stars have brought to other heroes?
For not to speak ofyour most serene ancestors, to whose ever
lasting glory
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the monuments of all history bear witness, your virtue
alone, most Mighty Sire, can conftr on those stars an
immortal name. For who can doubt thatyou will not only
maintain and preserve the expectations about yourself
whichyou have aroused by the very happy beginning ofyour
government, high though they be, but also thatyou willfår
surpass them, so that when you have conquered others like
yourself, you may still vie with yourself, and become day by
day greater than yourselfandyour greatness?

Accept, then, most clement Prince, this addition to
the glory ofyour få mily, reserved by the stars fOr you, and
may you enjoy fOr many years those good blessings, which
are sent to you not so much from the stars as from God, the
Maker and Governor ofthe stars.
Padua, March 12, 1610

Your Highness'

Most Devoted Servant,

Galileo Galilei.



The most excellent gentlemen, the Heads of the
Ecclesiastical Council of Ten, designated below, having
received the assurance of the Governing Council of the
University of Padua, based on areport of the two per
sons deputized to investigate, that is from the reverend
Father Inquisitor, and from the Secretary of the Senate,
Giorgio Maraviglia, with an oath, that the book entitled
S y D E R E U S N U N C I U S, etc., by Lord Galileo
Galilei contains nothing contrary to the Holy Catholic
Faith, principles, and good customs, and that it is fit for
printing, grant a license, so that it may be printed in this
city.

Given on the first day of March 1610.

Lord Marco Antonio Valaresso}
Lord Nicolo Bon Heads af the
Lord Lunardo Marcello Ecclesiastica1 Council afTen

Secretary to the most illustrious Council ofTen
Bartolomeo Comino

1610,8 March, Registered in the records, on page 39.

Office of Ioannes Baptista Breatto
Coadjuror of the Council on Blasphemy



THE ASTRONOMICAL
HERALD
Observations recentfy made

with the aid ofa newly invented Telescape respecting the Moon's

sUljace, the Milky Wtty, cloudlike stars, innumerable [txed stars,

and also respeeting

fiJUr Planets
T li E COS,.,ftC M E D J C EA N S T A R S
never befOre seen, are here contained and set ftrth.

In the present small treatise I set forth same matters af
great interest for all observers af natural phenomena to

look at and consider. They are af great interest, I think,
both from their intrinsic excellence, and from their
absolure nove!ty, and also an account af the instrument by
the aid af which they have been presented to my appre
henston.

The number af the Fixed Stars which observers have
been able to see without artificial powers af sight up to
this day can be counted. It is therefore decidedly a great
feat to add to their number, and to set distinctly befare the
eyes other stars in myriads, which have never been seen
befare, and which surpass the old, previously known, stars
in number more than ten times.

Again, it is a most beauriful and delightful sight to

behold the body af the Moon, which is distant from us
nearly sixty [semi-]diameters af the Earth, as near as if



OBSERVATIONS OF THE STARS
ir was at a distance afooly two af the same measureSj so that the

diameter af this same Moon appears about (hirty times laeger,
its surfaee about nine hundred times, and irs solid mass nearly

27,000 times larget than when it is viewed only with the naked

eye; and consequently any one may know, wirh the cerrainty
that is due to the lise af OUf seoses, [hat the Moon certainly does

not possess a smooth and polished surface, but one tough and
uneven, and, just like the face af the Earrh itself, is everywhere
full af vast proruberances, deep chasms, and sinuosiries.

Then to have got tid of disputes about the Galaxy or Milky
Way, and to have made its nature clear to the very seoses, not to

say to the unclersranding, seems by 110 means a matter which
ought to be considered ofslight importance. In addition to this,

ro point out, as with aoe's finger, the nature af those stars which
every one af the astronomers up to this time has called cloud

like, and to demonstrate that it is very different from what has
hitherto been believed, will be pleasant, and veey hne.

But that which will excite the greatest astonishment by fat,
and which indeed especiaIly moved roe ro call the attention of
all astronomers and philosophers, is this, namely, that I have

discovered Four Erratic Stars, neither known nor observed by
any one af the astronomers before my time, which have their

revolutions round a certain bright star, one of those previously
known, Iike Venus and Mercury round the Sun, and are some

times in front of it, sometimes behind it, though they never
depan from ir beyond cerrain limits. All which facts were dis

covered and obsetved a few days ago by the help of a te/escope
devised by me, through God's grace htst enlightening my mind.

Perchance other discoveries still more excellent will be made

from time to time by me or by other observers, wirh the assis
tance of a similar instrument, so I will f1rst briefly record its

shape and preparation, as well as the occasion of its being

devised,
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and then I will give an account af rhe observations made by me.
A bour ten months ago a repon reached myears (hat a

E"l..ourchman had consrructed a re1escope, by the aid af
which visible objects, although at a gteat distance ftom the eye
af [he observer, were seen distinedy as if neae; and some proofs
af ies most wonderflll performances were reponed, which some
gave credence to, but Dthers contradicted. A few days afrer, I
received confirmation af the fepon in a letter written from Paris
by a noble Frenchman, Jacques Badovere, which finally deter
mined me to give myself up first to inquire into rhe principle af
the telecope, and then to considet the means by which I might
compass the invention af a simiiar instrument, which a litde
while after I succeeded in doing, thtough deep srudy of the the
ory of Refraction; and I prepared a tube, at first of lead, in the
ends of which I fitted two glass Jenses, borh plane on one side
but an [he other side one spherically convex, and other concave.
Then bringing my eye to [he concave lens I saw objects satis
factorily large and near, for they appeared one-third of rhe dis
tance off and nine times larger than when they are seen with the
natural eye alone. I shortly afterwards construered another tele
scope with more nicery, which magnified objecrs more than
sixty times. Ar length, by sparing neither Jabor nor expense, J

succeeded in constructing for myself an instrument so superior
that objects seen through it appear magnified nearly a thousand
times, and more than thirty rimes nearer than if viewed by the
natural powers of sight alone. It would be altogether a wasre of
time to enumerate the Bumber and importance of the benefits
which this instrument may be expected to confer, when used by
land or sea. But without paying attention to its use for terres
(fial objects, I betook myself to observations af the heavenly
bodies; and first of all, I viewed rhe Moon
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as near as if ir was scarcely rwo [semi-Jdiameters af (he Earth
distant. Afi:er the Moon, I frequently observed other heavenly
bodies, both lixed stats and planets, with incredibIe delight;
and, when I saw rheir very great number, I began to consider

about a method by which J might be able to measure their dis·
tances apart, and at length J found one. And here it is litting
rhat all who intend ro tUfn their attention to observations af
(his kind should receive cenain cautions. For, in the flest place,
ir is absolutely necessary for them to prepare a most peefeet tel
escape, one which will show very bright objecrs distinct and

feee from any misriness, and will magnifY them at least 400
times, for then ir will show them as if ooly one-(wentieth af
their distance off For unless the instrument be af such power,
ir will be in vain to attempt to view all rhe things which have
been seen by me in rhe heavens, ar which will be enumerated
hereaher. But in order that anyone may be a litde more certain

about the magnifYing power of his instrument, he shall fashion
two circ1es, or !WO square pieces of paper, one of which is 400
times greater tlun the other, which will be the case when the
diameter of the greater is twenty times the length of the diam
eter of the other. Then he shall view both surfaces, lixed on the
same wall, simultaneously from a distance, the smaller with ane
eye applied to the telescope, and the larger with the other eye
unassisted; for that may be done without inconvenience at one
and the same instant with both eyes open. Then both figures
will appear of the same size, if the instrument magnifies objects
in the desired proportion. After such an instrument has been
prepared, the method of measuring distances remains for
inquiry, and this we shall accomplish by the following con·
trivance. For the sake of being more easily undersrood, I will
suppose a tube A B C D. Let E be the eye of the observer; then,
wheo there are 00 lenses io the tube, rays from the eye to the
object F G would be drawn in the straight lines E C F, E D G,
but when the lenses have been inserred,
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let the rays go in the bent lines E C H, E D I, for they are con
tracted, and those which originally, when unaffeered by the lenses,
were direered to the object F G, will include only rhe part H I.

Henee the ratio of the distance E H to the line H I being
known, we shall be able to find, by means ofa table of sines, the
magnirude of the angle subtended at rhe eye by the object H I,
which we shaH find to contain only some minutes. But ifwe fir
an rhe lens C D thin plates af metal, pierced. some with laeger,
oehers with smaller apertures, by putting an over the lens some
times ane plate, somerimes anorher, as may be necessary, we
shall construct at our pleasure different subtending angles of
more or fewer minures, by the help of which we shall be able to
measure conveniently (he intervals between stars separated by
an angular distance af some minures, within an error af ane ar
two minutes. But let ir suffice for (he present to have (hus
slightly touehed, and as ir were jusr pur our lips to rhese mat
ters, for on some other opportun ity I will publish the rheory of
(his instrument in completeness. Now let me review (he obser
vations made by me during [he tvio months just past, again
inviting rhe attention of all who are eager for rrue philosophy
ro rhe beginnings whieh led to rhe sight of mosr important phe
nomena.

Let me speak flest af the surfaee af rhe Moon, which is turned
towards liS.
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For the sake af being understood more easily, I distinguish (wa
parts in it, whieh I eall respectiveIy the brighrer and the darker.
The hrighter part seems to surcouod and pervade (he whole
hemisphere; but rhe darker part, like a sort of cloud, discolors
the Moon's surfaee and makes ir appear covered with spots.
Now (hese spots, as (hey are somewhar dark and afconsiderahle
size, are plain to everyone, and every age has seen them, where
fore I shaH eall them great ar ancienr spots, to distinguish them
from oeher spots, smaller in size, but so thickly scattered (har
they sprinkle the whole surfaee of the Moon, but especiaIly the
brighter portion af ir. These spots have nevet heen observed by
anyone before IDe; and from my observations af them, aften
repeated, I have been led to that opinion whieh I have
expressed, name1y, that I feel sure (hat [he surfaee af the Moon
is not perfectIy smooth, free from inequaiiries and exacrly
spherical, as a large sehool of philosophers considers with regard
to the Moon and the other heavenly bodies, bur that, on the
conrrary, it is full of inequalities, uneven, full of hollows and
protuberances, just like the surfaee of the Earth itself, whieh is
varied everywhere by lofty mountains and deep valleys. The
appearances from which we may gather these conc1usions are
the following.

On the fourth or fifth day after new moon, when the Moon
presenrs itself to us with bright horns, the boundary whieh
divides the part in shadow from the shining part does not
extend continuously in an ellipse, as would happen in the case
of a perfeetly spherical body, bur it is marked our by an irregu
lar, uneven, and very wavy line, as represented in the figure
given, for several bright excrescences, as they may be called,
extend beyond the boundary oflight and shadow imo the dark
part, and on the other hand pieces of shadow encroach upon
the light. Indeed a great quantity of small blaekish spots,
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altogether separated from the datk part, sptinkle everywhere
almost the whole space which is at the time flooded with the
Sun's light, with the exception of that part alone which is occu
pied by the great and ancienr spots. I have noticed that the
small spots just rnenrioned have (his eoroman characteristic
always and in every case, (hat (hey have the dark part towards
the Sun's portion, and on the side away from the Sun they have
brighter boundaries, as if (hey were crowned with shining SUffi

mits. Now we have an appearance quite similar an the Earth
about suurise, when we behold the valleys, not yet flooded with
light, but the rnounrains surrouoding them an the side oppo
site to the SlIn aIready ablaze with the splendor of his bearns;
and just as the shadows in the hollows of the Earth diminish in
size as the SUll rises higher, so also (hese spots an the Moon lose
their shadows as the illuminated part grows larger and larger.
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Again, not only are the boundaries oflight and shadow in the

Moan seen to be uneven and sinuous, but-and this produces
still grearer astonishment-there appear very many bright
points within the darkened portion af the Moan, alrogether
divided and broken off from the illuminated ttaet, and separat
ed from ir by Ila inconsiderable interval, which, afrer a little
while, gradually increase in size and brightness, and afrer an
houe ar ewa become joined an to the rest af the brighr portion,
now become somewhar hrger; but in the meanrime oehers, one
here and anothet there, shooting up as if growing, are lighted
up within the shaded portion, increase in size and at last are
linked an to the same luminous surface, now even more exrend
ed. An example af this is given in the same figure. Now, is ir not
the case an the Earth before sunrise, that while the level plain is
still in shadow the peaks of most lofry mountains are illuminat
ed by the Sun's rays? Aner a litde while does not the light spread
funher, while the middle and Iarger pans of those mountains
are becoming illuminated; and at length, when the Sun has
risen, do not the ilIuminated pans of the plains and hills join
together? The grandeur, however, of such prominences and
depressions in the MoDn seems to surpass both in magnitude
and extent the ruggedness of the Eanh's surface, as I shall here
after show. And here I cannot refrain from mentioning what a
remarkable speetacle I observed while the Moon was rapidly
approaching her first quarrer, a representation of which is given
in the same illustration, placed above. A protuberance of the
shadow, of great size, indented the illuminated part in the
neighborhood of the lower cusp; and when I had observed this
indentation longer, and had seen that it was dark throughollt,
at length, aner about two hours, a bright peak began to arise a
litde below the middle of the depression; this by degrees
increased, and presented a triangular shape, but was as yet quite
detached and separated ftom the i1luminated surface. Soon
around it three other small points
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began to shine, ullril, when [he Moon was ahout to set, [hat rri
angular figure, having now exrended and widened, began to he
cannected with the rest af the illuminated part, and, still
marked with the three bright peaks aIready mentioned, sud
denly burst iora the indentation af shadow like a vast promon
tory oflight. At the ends af the upper and lower cusps also cer
tain bright points, guite away from the rest af the btight part,
began to rise out af the shadow, as is seen depicred in the same
illustration. In bath horns also, but especiaIly in the lower one,
there was a great guantity af dark spots, af which those which
are nearer (he boundary af light and shadow appear laeger and
darker, but [hose which are more [emote less dark and more
indisrinct. In all cases, however. just as I have menrioned before,
the dark portion af the spot faces the position af the Sun's illu
mination, and a hrigllter edge surrounds the darkened spot an
the side away from the Sun, and towards the region af the
Moon in shadow. This part af [he surfaee af [he Moon, where
ir is marked with spots like a peacock's tail with its azure eyes,
is rendered like rhose glass vases which, through being plunged
while still hor from the kiln into cold water, acguire a crackled
and wavy surface, from which circumstance they are common
ly called ftosted glasses (Glaciales Ciati). Now rhe great spots af
the MoDn observed at the same time are not seen to be at all
similarly broken, ar full af depressions and prominences, but
rarher to be even and uniform; for only here and there same
spaces, rather brighter than the rest, crop up; so that if any ane
wishes to revive the old opinion af rhe Pythagoreans, that the
MoDn is anorher Earth, so to sal', the brighter portion may very
fitly represent the surfaee af the land, and the darker the
expanse af water. Indeed, l have never doubted that if the
sphere of the Earth were seen from a distance, when flooded
wirh the Sun's rays, that part af the surfaee which is land would
present itself to view as brighter, and that which is water as
darker in comparison.
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The grea! spots in the Moon are seen to be more depressed (han
the brighter tracts; for in the Moon, both when crescent and
when waning, on the boundary between the light and shadow,
which projeets in some places round the grear spots, the adja

cent regions are always brighter, as I have noticed in drawing
my illustrations, and the edges af the spots referred to are not
ooly more depressed (han the brighter parts, but are more even,

and are not broken by edges or ruggednesses. But the brighter
part stands out most neat the spots, so that bach before the first

quarter and abour the third quarter a150, amund a cerrain spot
in the upper part af (he figure, (hat is, occupying the northern
region af the Moon, some vast prominences an rhe upper and
lower sides af ir rise to an enormous elevation, as the illustra
tions show.
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This same spot befare (he second quarter is seen to be walled

round with baundaries af a deeper shade, which just like very
lofry mountain summits appear darker an (he side away from
the Sun, and brighter an the side where they face the Suni but
in the case af (he cavities (he opposite happens, for the part af
them away from the Sun appears brilliant, and that part which
lies nearer to (he Sun dark and in shadow. After a time, when
(he enlightened portion af (he Moon's surfaee has diminished
in size, as saon as the whole ar nearly so af (he spot already
mentianed is covered with shadaw, the brighter ridges af the
mounrains maunt high above (he shade. These (WO appearances
are shawn in the illustrations which are given.
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There is one other point which l must an 00 account [orget,

which J have noticed and tathet wondered at: the middle of the
Moon seems to be occupied by a cerrain cavity beger than all
the rest, and in shape perfecdy round. I have looked at this
depression neae both the first and third quarters, and I have rep
resented ir as well as I ean in the seeond illustration already
given. It produces the same appearance as to effects oflight and
shade as a tract like Bohemia would produce on the Eanh, if it
were shut in an all sides by very lofry moulltains arranged an
the circumference af a perfect eiecle. For the traet in the Moon
is walled in with peaks of such enotmous height that the fur
thest side adjacent to the dark portion af the Moon is seen
bathed in sunlight before the boundaty between light and shade
reaches half-way across the circular space. But according to the
charactetistic property of the rest of the spots, the shaded por
tion af (his too faces the Sun, and the bright part is towards the
dark side of the Moon, which for the thitd time I advise to be
carefully noticed as a most solid proof of the tuggedneses and
unevennesses spread over the whole af rhe bright region of the
Moon. Of these spots, moreover, the darkest are always those
which ate near to the boundary line between the light and the
shadow, but those lUnher off appear both smaller in size and
less decidedly dark; so that at length, when the Moon at oppo
sition becomes full, the darkness of the cavities differs from the
brightness of the ptominences with a subdued and very slight
difference.

These phenomena which we have reviewed are observed in
the btight traets of the Moon. In the great spots we do not see
such differences of depressions and prominences as we are com
pelled to recognize in the brighter parts, owing to the change of
their shapes under different degrees of illumination by the Sun's
rays according to the manifold variety of the Sun's position with
regard to the Moon. Still, in the great spots there do exist some
spaces
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rather less dark (han the rest, as I have nored in the illustrations,

but these spaces always have the same appearance, and the
depth af their shadow is neither inrcnsified nOf diminished;
(hey do appeae indeed sometimes a little more shaded, somc
times a linIe less, bur the ehange afcolout is very slight, aeeotd
ing as the Sun's tays fall upon them more ar less obliquely; and
besides, they are joined to the adjaeent parts of the spots with a
very gradual connecrion, so (hat their bounclaries mingie and

meir inro the surrounding region. But ir is quite different with

the spots which oeeupy the brighter partS of the Moon's sutface,
for, just as if (hey were precipicous crags wirh l1umerous rugged

and jagged peaks, they have wel!-defined boundaries through
the sharp contrast of light and shade. Moteovet, inside those
grea! spots ccnain other tracts are seen brighter [han the sur
munding region, and some af them very bright indeed, but the

appearance af (hese, as well as af the darker parts, is always [he

same; there is no change of shape or btightness Ot depth of
shadow, so that it becomes a matter of certainty and beyond

doubt that their appearance is owing ro real dissimilariry of

parts, and not to unevennesses only in their configuration,

ehanging in different ways the shadows af the same parts
according to the variations of their illumination by the Moon,

whieh really happens in the case of the other smaller spots
occupying the btighrer portion of the Moon, for day by day
they change, increase, decrease, or disappear, inasmuch as they

derive their origin from the shadows of prominenees.

But here I feel that some people may be troubled with gtave
doubr, and perhaps seized with a difficulry so serious as to com

pet them to feel uncertain about rhe conc1usion just explained

and supported by so many phenomena. For if that part of the
Moon's surfaee whieh refleers the Sun's tays most btightly is ful!
of sinuosities, protuberances, and cavities innumerable, why,

when the Moon is increasing, Joes the ourer edge which looks

roward the west, or when the Moon is waning, rhe other half

circumference towards the east,
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and at full-moan the whole eiec1e, appeae not uneven, rugged
and irregular, but perfeetly round and cireuiar, as sharply
defined as if marked out with a pair af compasses, and wirhout
the indentations af any protruberances ar cavities? And most
remarkably so, beeause rhe whole llllbroken edge belongs to
that part af the Moon's surfaee which possesses the properry af
appearing brighter rhan the rest, which I have said ro be
throughout full af protuberances and cavities. For not one af
the great spots extends quite to the circumference, but all af
rhem are seen to be together away from the edge. Of this phe
nomenon, which affords a handle for such serious doubt, I pro
duee two causes, and so (WO solutions af the difficulry. The first
solution which I offer is this: If the protuberances and cavities
in the body of the Moon exisred only on rhe edge of the eirde
that bounds the hemisphere which we see, then the Moon
might, ar rather must, show itself to llS with (he appearance af
a toothed wheel, being bounded with an irregular and uneven
circumference; but if, instead af a single set of prominences
arranged along the actual circumference only, very many ranges
af mountains with their cavities and ruggednesses are set one
behind the other along the extreme edge of the Moon, and that
too not only in the hemisphere which we see, but also in that
which is turned away from us, but still near rhe boundary af the
hemisphere, then the eye, viewing rhem afar off, will not at all
be able to detect the differences of prominences and cavities, for
the intervals between the mountains situated in the same circ1e,
or in the same chain, are hidden by the jutting forward of other
prominences situated in other ranges, and especiaIly if the eye
of the observer is placed in the same line with the tops of the
prominences mentioned. So on the Earth, the summits of a
number of mountains dose together appear situated in one
plane, if the speetator is a long way ofr and standing at the same
elevation. So when the sea is rough, the tops af the waves
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seem to form one plane, although between the billows there is
many a gulf and chasm, so deep that not only the hulls, but
even the bulwarks, masrs, and sails of stately ships are hidden
amongst them. Therefore, as within [he Moon, as well as mund
her circumference, there is a manifold arrangement af promi
nences and caviries, and rhe eye, regarding them from a great
distance, is placed in nearly (he same plane with their summirs,
110 one need [hink ir strange that (hey present themselves to (he

visuai ray which just grazes them as an unbroken line quite free
from unevennesses. To (his explanarion may be added another,
name1y, that there is round the body of the Moon, just as round
(he Earth, an envelope af some suhstance denser (han (he rest

of ehe ether, which is sufficient to receive and refleet (he Sun's
rays, although ir does not possess so much opaqueness as to be

able to prevent Dur seeing through ir-especially when it is not
illuminated. That envelope, when illuminated by the Sun's rays,
renders the body of the Moon apparently larger than it really is,
and would be able to stop our sight from penetrating to the
solid body of the Moon, if its thickness were greater; now, ir is
of greater thickness about the circumference of the Moon,
greater, I mean, not in actual thickness, but with reference to

our sight-rays, which cut it obliquely; and so it may stop our
vision, especially when it is in a state of brightness, and may
conceal the true circumference of the Moon on the side towards
the Sun. This may be understood more clearly from the adjoin
ing figure, in which the body of rhe Moon, A B C,
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is surrounded by an enveloping atmosphere, D E G. An eye at
F penetrates ro the middle parts of the Moon, as at A, through
a thickness, D A, af [he atmosphere; but towards [he extreme
parts a mass of atmosphere of greater depth, E B, shuts out its
boundary from OUf sight. An argument in favor af [his is dut

rhe illuminated portion af [he Moan appeaes af larger circum
ference than the rest of the orb which is in shadow. Perhaps also
some will [hink [hat [his same cause affords a very reasonable
explanarion why the greater spots an [he Moan are not seen to

reach to [he edge af [he circumference an any side, although ir
might be expected rhat some would be found about the edge as
well as e1sewhere; and ir seems credible [hat there are spots
there, but that they cannot be seen because they are hidden by
a mass of atmosphete too thick and btight for the sight to pen
etrare.

It is thetefore e1ear that the brighter part of the Moon's SUt
face is dotted everywhere with proruberances and caviries, from
[he appearances aiready explained; ir only remains for rne to
speak about their size and to show that the ruggednesses of the
Earth's surfaee are far smaller [han [hose af the Moon's; smaller,
I mean ahsolutely, so to say, and not only smaller in proportion
to the size of the orbs on which they ate. And this is plainly
shown.

As I often observed in various positions of the Moon with ref
erence to the Sun, that some summits within the portion of the
Moon in shadow appeared illumined, although at some dis
tance from the boundary of the light (the tetminalOr), by com
paring their distance with the complete diameter of the Moon,
I !earnt that it sometimes exceeded the one-twentieth (l/20th)
part of the diameter. Suppose the distance IO be exactly l/20th
part of the diameter, and let the diagram represent the Moon's
orb, of which C A F is a great citele, E ilS center, and C F a
diameter, which consequently bears to the diameter of the
Earth the ratio 2:7; and since the diameter of the Earth, accord
ing to the most exact observations, contains 7000 Italian miles,
C F will be 2000, and C E
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1000, and the ]/20thpart of the whole, C F, 100 miles. AJso let
C F be a diameter of the great eitele

which divides the btight part of the Moon ftom the dark part
(for, owing to the very great distance of the Suo from the Moon
this eitele does not differ sensibly ftom a great one), and let the
distance ofA ftom the point C be l 120th part of that diameter;
let the radius EA be drawn, and let it be ptodueed to cut the
tangent line G C D which represents the ray that iIIumines the
summir, in the point D. Then rhe are C A ar the straight line
C D will be 100 of such units, as C E eontains 1000. The sum
of the squates of D C, C E is therefote 1,0 10,000, and the
square of DE is equal to this; therefore the whole E D will be
more than 1004; and A D will be mote than 4 of sueh units, as
C E contained 1000. Therefote the height ofA D in the Moon,
which represenrs a summir reaching up to the Sun's rays G C D,

and separated ftom the extremity C by the distance C D, is
more [han
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Italian miles; but in (he Earth [hete are 00 moullrains which
reach to [he perpendicular height af even one mile. We are
rherefore lefr to conclude (hat ir is clear that [he prominences af
the Moon are loftier than those of the Earth.

I wish in (his place to assign rhe cause af another lunar
phenomenon well worthy of notice, and although this phe
nomenon was observcd by me not lately, but marry years ago,
and has been poinred out to some af my intimate friends and
pupils, explained, and assigned to its true cause, yet as the
observation af ir is rendered easier and more vivid by [he help
afa te1escope, l have considered (hat ir would not be unsuirably
introduced in this place, but l wish to introduce it chiefly in
order that [he connecrion and resemblance between [he Moan
and the Earth may appear more plain!y.

When the Moan, bath before and afrer conjuncrion, is
found not far from the Sun, not only does its orb show itself to

OUf sighr an the side where it is furnished with shining horns,
but a slight and faint eireurnference is also seen to mark out the
cirele of the dark part, that part, namely, which is turned away
from the Sun, and to separate it from the darker background of
the sky. But if we exarnine the matter more c!ose1y, we shaH see
that not anIy is the extreme edge of the part in shadow shining
with a faint brighrness, but that the entire face of the Moon,
that side, that is, which does not feel the Sun's glare, is illumi
nated with a paIe light of considerable brighrness. At the flrst
glanee only a fine circumference appears shining, an account of
the darker part of the sky adjacent to it; whereas, 00 the eon
trary, the rest af the surfaee appears dark, an account af the
contiguity of the shining horns, which destroys the e1earness of
our sight. But if any ane chooses such a position for himself.
that by the interpositioo af a roof, ar a chimney, Dr same other
object between his sight and the Moon (but at a considerable
distance from his eye) the shining horns are hidden, and the
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rest af rhe Moon's orb is lefr exposed to his view, then he will
find that this traet of the Moon also, although deprived of sun
light, gleams with considerable light, and patticularly so if the
gloom of the night has aIready deepened through the absence of
the Sun; for with a darker background the same light appears
brighter. Moreover, ir is found (hat this secondary brightness af
the Moan, as I may eaU it, is greater in proportion as the Moan
is less distant from the Suni for ir abates more and more in pro
portion to (he Moon's distance from that body. so much so that

afrer the first quattet, and before the end of the second, it is
found ro be weak and very faim, although it be observed in a
darker sky; while, at an angular distance af60° ar less, even dur
ing twilight, it is wonderfully bright, so bright indeed that, with
the help of a good te!escope, the great spots ean be distin
guished in it. This strange brighrness has afforded no small per
piexity to philosophical minds; and some have published one
thing, some another, as the cause to be alleged for it. Some have
said (hat ir is the inherent and natural brightness af the Moan;
same that ir is imparted to (hat bedy by the planet Venus; or, as
others mainrain, by all the stats; while some have said [hat it
comes from the Sun, whose rays, they say, find a way through
the solid mass of the Moon. But statements of this kind are dis
proved without much difficulty, and convincingly demonstrat
ed to be false. For if this kind of light were the Moon's own, or
were contributed by the stars, the Moon would retain it, par
ticularly in eelipses, and would show it then, when left in an
unusually dark sky, but this is contrary to experience. For the
brighrness which is seen on the Moon in eclipses is far less
intense, being somewhat reddish, and almost copper-colored,
whereas this is brighter and whiter; besides, the brightness seen
during an eclipse is changeable and shifting, for it wanders over
the face of the Moon, so that that part which is near the cir
cumference of the eirele of shadow thrown by the Earth is
bright, but the rest of the Moon is always seen ro be dark. From
which circumstance we understand without hesitation that this
brightness is due to the proximity of the Sun's rays
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corning inro cantaet with some denser region which surrounds
(he Moan as an enve1ope, owing to which cantaet a sort afdawn
light is diffused ovet the neighboring regions of rhe Moon, just
as (he rwilight spreads in (he morning and evening an (he Earth;
but I will freat more fully of this marter in my book on rhe sys
tem af (he world. Again, to assert that rhis sort oflighr is impart
ed ro rhe Moon by the planet Venus is so childish as to be unde
serving af an answer; for who is so ignorant as not to understand
that at conjunetion and within an angular distance af 60° ir is
guite impossible for the part of the Moon turned away from the
Sun to be seen by the planet Venus? But that this light is detived
from the Sun penerrating with its light the solid mass of the
Moan, and rendering ir luminous, is equally untenable. For then
(his light would neveT Jessen, since the hemisphere af the Moan
is always illuminated by (he Sun, excepr at the moment af a lunae
eclipse, yet really it guick1y deereases while the Moon is drawing
neae to rhe end af her first quarter, and when she has passed her
firsr guarter it becomes guite dull. Sinee, therefote, this kind of
secondary brightness is not inherent and the Moon's own, nor
borrowed from any of the stars, nor from the Sun, and since
there now remains in the whole universe no other body whatev
er except the Earth, what, pray, must we conclude? What must
we assert? Shall we assen that the body of the Moon, ar some
other dark and sunless orb, reeeives light from the Earth? Why
should it not be the Moon? And most eenainly it is. The Earth,
with fair and grateful exehange, pays baek to the Moon an illu
mination like dut which it receives from the Moon nearly the
whole time during the darkest gloom of night. Let Ole explain
the matter more clearly. At conjunction, when the Moon occu
pies a position between the Sun and the Earth, the Moon is illu
minated by the Sun's rays on her half towards the Sun which is
mened away from the Earth, and the other half with whieh she
regards the Earth is covered with darkness, and so in no degree
i1luminates the Earth's surfaee. When the Moon has slighrly sep
arated from the Sun, srraightway she is partly illuminated on the
half directed towards us; she turos towards us asIender silvery
crescent, and sIighrly illuminates the Earth; there is an increase as
the Moon
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approaches her hest qU~1rter in rhe illumination af rhe Sun, and rhe
ref1ecrion af (hat light increases on rhe Earth; rhe brightness in rhe
Moan next exrends beyond rhe semicircie, and our nights grow
brighter; at length the entite face of the Moon looking towards rhe
Earth is irradiated with (he most intense brightness by rhe Sun,
which happens when rhe Sun and Moan are an opposire sides af
the Earrh; then far and wide the surfaee of the Earrh shines with
the flood of moonlight; aftet this the Moon, now waning, sends
out less powerful beams, and the Earrh is illumined less powerful
ly; at lengrh the Moan draws neae her flest position afconjuoetion
with the Sun, and forrhwith black night invades the Earrh. In such
a eyde the moonlight gives us each momh alternations of btighter
and faintet illumination. But the benefit of her light to the Earrh
is halanced and repaid by the benefit of the light of the Earrh to
het; for while the Moon is found neat the Sun about the time of
conjulletion, she has in front ofher rhe entire surfaee af (hat hemi
sphete of the Earrh which is exposed to the Sun, and vividly illu
mined with his beams, and so receives light reflecred from the
Earth. Owing to such reflexion, the hemisphere af rhe Moan neac
er to us, though deprived of sunlight, appeats of considerable
brighrness. Again, when removed from the Sun through a quad
ram, the Moon sees only one-half of the Earth's hemisphere illu
minared, namely rhe western half, for rhe other, rhe eastern, is cov
ered with the shades of night; the Moon is, thetefore, less brighrly
enlightened by the Earth, and accordingly that secondary light
appears fainter to us. But if you imagine the Moon to be set an the
opposite side of the Earth to the Sun, she will see the hemisphete
of the Earth, now berween the Moon and the Sun, quite dark, and
steeped in the gloom of night; ir, therefote, an edipse should
accompany such a position of the Moon, she will receive no light
at all, heing deprived of the illumination of the Sun and Earth
togethet. In any other position, wirh regard to the Earth and the
Sun, the Moon receives more or less light by reflection from the
Earth, according as she sees a greater or smaller portion of the
hemisphere of the Earth illuminated by the Sun; for such a law is
observed between these rwo orbs, thar at whatever rimes the Earth
is most brighrly enlightened by the Moon, at those
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times, an the contrary, (he Moan is lease enlightened by the

Earth; and contrariwise. Let (hese few words an this subjecr suf
fiee in this plaee; for 1 will eansidet it more fully in my System

ofthe Worfd, where, by very many arguments and experimental

proofs, there is shawn to be a very strong reflection af the Sun's
light from the Eanh, for the benefit af those who urge that the
Eanh must be separated from the stany host, ehiel1y for the rea
son (hat ir has neither motion nor light, for I will prove char the
Earth has motion, and surpasses the Moon in brightness, and is
not the plaee where the dull refuse af the universe has setded
dawn; I will demonstrate this, and I will confirm ir with six
hundred arguments taken from natural phenornena.

So far 1 have spoken af the observations whieh I have made
concerning the Moon's body; now I will briefly announee the
phenomena which have been, as yet, seen by me wirh reference
to the Fixed Stars. And first af all the fallowing faet is wonhy
af consideration. The stars, fixed as well as erraric, when seen
with a te1escope, by no means appear to be increased in magni
tude in the same proportion as other objects and the Moon her
self increase in size; but in the case af the stars such increase
appears much 1ess, so that you may consider dut a te1escope,
whieh, for example, is powerful enollgh to magni fY other
objects a hundred times, will scarcely render the stars magnified
four ar five times. But the reason af this is as follows. When
stars are viewed with our natura] eyesight they do not present
themselves to us af their bare, real size, but beaming with a cer
tain vividness, and fringed with sparkling rays, especiaIly when
the night is far advanced; and from this circumstance they
appear mueh larger than they would if they were stripped af
those adventitious fringes, for the angle whieh they subtend at
the eye is determined not by the primary dise af the star, but by
the brightness whieh so wideIy surrounds it. Perhaps you will
understand this most clearly
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from rhe well-known circumsrance (hat when stars rise just at
sunset, in the beginning of rwilight, they appeat vety small,
although they may be stars of the firsr magni tude; and even the
planet Venus itself, an any occasion when ir may present itself
to view in broad daylighr, is so smal1 to see (hat ir scarcely seems
to equal a star af rhe last magnitude. It is different in [he case
ofother objects, and even of the Moon, which, whether viewed
in the light of midday or in the depth of night, aIways appears
af (he same size. We conclude rherefore [hat the stars are seen at
midnight in uncurtailed glo ry, but theit fringes ate of such a
nature that the daylight ean cut them off, and not only daylight,
but any slight cloud which may be interposed berween a star
and the eye of the obsetvet. A datk veil or coIored glass has the
same effect, for upan placing them before (he eye, between ir
and the stars, all [he blaze that surrounds them leaves them at
onee. A telescope also accomplishes the same resuir, for ir
remaves from rhe stars their advenririous and accidental splen
dors before it enlarges their ttue discs (if indeed they are of that
shape), and so they seem Iess magnified than othe'r objects, for
a staf af (he fifth ar sixth magnirude seen through a relescope is
shown as of the flrst magnirude only.

The difference between the appearance of the planets and the
fixed stars seems also deserving of notice. The planets present
their discs petfectly round, just as if described with a pair of
cornpasses, and appear as so many little Moons, completely illu
minated and of a globular shape; but the fixed stars do not look
to the naked eye bounded by a circular circumference, but
tather like blazes of light, shooting out beams on all sides and
very spark1ing, and with a telescope they appear of the same
shape as when they ate viewed by simply looking at them, but
so much larger that a star of the fifth or sixth magnirude seems
to equal Sitius, the latgest of all the fixed stats.
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But beyond the stats of the sixth magni tude you will behold
through the relescope a host afother stars, which escape the unas
sisred sight, so numerous as to be almost beyond belief, for yall
may see more [han six other differences af magni tude, and the
largest af (hese, which I mayeall stars af the seventh magni tude,
ar af the flest magnitude af invisible stars, appear with the aid af
the relescope laeger and brighter than stars af the seeond magni
tude seen wirh the unassisred sight. But in order [hat YOll may see
one ar two proofs af the inconceivable manner in which [hey are
crowded together, I have determined to make out a case using (WO

star clusrers, that from them as a specimen yall may decide abollt
the rest. As my fiest example I had derermined to depict the entire
constellation of Orion, but I was overwhelmed by the vast quan
tity of stars and by want of time, and so l have deferred attempt
ing this to another occasion, for there are adjacent to, or scattered
among, the old stars more than five hundred new stars within the
limits of one or two degrees. For this reason I have seleeted the
three stars in Orion's Belt and the six in his Sword, which have
been long well known groups, and I have added eighty other stats
recently discovered in their vicinity, and I have preserved as exact
lyas possibIe the intervals between them. The well known or old
stars, for the sake ofdistinction, I have depicted oflarger size, and
I have outIined them with a double line; the others, invisible to
the naked eye, l have matked smaller and with one line only. I
have also preserved the differences of magnitude as much as I
could. As a second exampie I have depicted the six stats of the
constellation Tautus, called the PLEIADES (I say six intentional·
ly, since the seventh is scarcely ever visible), a group ofstars which
is enclosed in the heavens within very narrow precincts. Near
these there lie more than forty others invisible to the naked eye,
no one of which is much mote than half a degtee off any of the
aforesaid six; of these I have noticed only thirty-six in my dia
gram. I have preserved their intervals, magnitudes, and the dis
tinetion between the oId and the new stars, just as in the case of
the constellation Orion.

Belt and Sword of the ORION Constellation
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In third place, I have ohserved the essence ar suhstance af the
MJLKY WAY eirele. By the aid of a re!eseope anyone may behold
this in a mannee which so distinetly appeals to the seoses that all
the disputes which have tormented philosophers through so many
ages are exploded at anee by the unquestionahle evidence af OUf

eyes, and we are freed from wordy disputes upon this subject, for
the GALAXY is nothing else but a mass af innumerable staes
planted together in clusters. Upan whatever part af ir yall direct
the relescope straightway a vast crowd af stars presents irself to

view; many of them are tolerably large and extremely bright, but
the nurnher af small ones is quite beyond determination.

And whereas that milky brighrness, like the brighrness of a
white c1oud, is not only to be seen in the GALAXY, but severa!
spots afa similar color shine fainr!y here and there in the heavens,
if you tum the te!esmpe upon any of them you will find a e1uster
of stars packed e10se together.
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Further~and yall will be more surprised at rhis-the stars which
have been ealled by every one of the astronomers up to this day
eloud-like objeets (nebuiae), are groups of small stars set thiek
together in a wonderful way, and although eaeh one of them on
account af its smalIness, ar its irnrnense distance from liS, escapes

Dur sight, from the commingling af their rays there arises (hat
brightness whieh has hitherto been believed to be the denser part
of the heavens, able to re!leet the rays of the stars or the Sun. I
have observed some af rhese, and lindicate below the star clusters
of two of these nebulae.

First, you have a diagram of the NEBULA ealled that ofOrion's
Head, in which I have counted twenty-one stars.

The second eluster eontains the PRAESEPE NEBULA, whieh
is nor one star only, but a mass af more (han fOfty small stars. I
have noriced thirty-six stars, besides rhe Aselli [the known stats af

the nebulaJ, arranged in the order of the aecompanying diagram.
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I have now finished my brief account of the observations which
I have thus far made with regard to the Moon, rhe Fixed Stars,
and (he Galaxy. Theee remains the matter, which seems to me
to deserve to be considered the most important in this work,

namely, that I should disclose and publish ro the world the
occasion af discovering and observing four PLANETS, never
seen from the veey beginning af the world up to OUf own times,
their positions, and the observations made during the last two
manths abour their rnovements and their changes af magni
tude; and I summon all astronomers to apply themselves to

examine and derennine rheir periodic times, which ir has not

been permitted me to achieve up to this clay, owing to the
restricrion af my time. I give them warning however again, so
that (hey may not approach sllch an inquiry to 110 purpose, that
(hey will want a very accurate te!escope, and such as I have
described in the beginning of this account.

On the 7th day of January in the present year, 1610, in rhe
firsr hour of the folIowing night, when I was viewing the con
stellations of rhe heavens through a telescope, the planet Jupiter
presented itself ro my view, and as I had prepared for myself a
very excellent instrument, I noriced a circumstance which I had
never been able ro notice before, owing to want of power in my
other te!escope, name!y, that three little stars, small but very
bright, were near the planer; and although l believed rhem ro
belong to the number of the fixed stars, yer rhey made me
somewhat wonder, because rhey seemed to be arranged exacdy
in a straight line, parallel to the ecliptic and to be brighter than
the rest of the stars equal ro them in magni tude. The position
of them with reference ro one another and ro Jupiter was as fol
lows.

Od. * * O * o",
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an the east side there were two stars, and a single one towards

the west. The star which was furthest towards the east, and the
western star, appeared rather larger (han the rhird. I scarcely

troubled at all about the distance between them and Jupiter, for,
as I have aiready said, at first I believed them ro be fixed stars;
but when on January 8th, led by some fate, Itumed again to

look at the same part of the heavens, I found a very different
stare af rhings, for there were theee lirtie stats all wes( afJupiter,
and nearer rogether than an the previous night, and they were

separated from one another by equal intervals, as the accompa
nying illustration shows. At this point, although l had not
rurned my rhoughts at all upan the proximity af the stars to one
another,

ari. o * * * Occ.

yet my surprise began to be excited, how Jupiter could one clay
be found to the east of all the aforesaid fixed stars when the day
before it had been west of two of them; and forthwith l became
afraid lest the planet might have moved dilfetently from the
calculation af astronomers, and so had passed [hose stats by its
own proper motion. I therefore waited for the next night with
the most intense longing, but I was disappointed of my hope,
for the sky was covered with douds in every direction.

But on Januaty 10th the stars appeared in the folIowing posi
tion with regard to Jupiter; there were two only, and both on
the east side

Od. * * O Occ.

of Jupiter, the third, as I thought, being hidden by the planet.
They were situated just as before, exacdy in the same straight
line with Jupitet, and along the Zodiac. When l had seen these
phenomena, as I knew that corresponding changes
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of position could not by any means belong to Jupiter, and as,
moreover, I perceived (hat the stars which I saw had been always
the same, for there were 00 Dthers either in front ar behind,
within a great distance, along the Zodiac. At length, changing
from doubt into surprise, I discovered (hat (he interchange af
position which I saw belonged not to Jupiter, but to the stars to
which my attention had been drawn, and I rhoughr rherefore
(hat (hey ought to be observed henceforward with more atten
tion and precision.

Accordingly, on January 11 th I saw an arrangement

Od. * * o Oec.

of the folIowing kind, name1y, only two stars to the east of
Jupiter. rhe nearer af which was distant from Jupiter (heee times
as far as from the star further to [he east; and (he star furthesr
to the east was nearly twice as large as rhe orher one; whereas an
the previous night they had appeared nearly of equal magni
tude. I therefote concluded, and decided unhesitatingly, that
rhere are (heee stars in the heavens moving abour Jupiter, as
Venus and Mercury eound the Sun; which at length was estab
lished as clear as daylight by numerous other subsequent obser
vations. These observations also established that there are not
only three, but four, erratic sidereal bodies performing their rev
olutions round Jupiter, observations of whose changes of posi
tion made with more exactness on succeeding nights the fol
10wing account will supply. I have measured also the intervals
between them with the telescope in the manner aIready
explained. Besides this, I have given the times of observation,
especiaIly when several were made in the same night, for the
revolutions of these planets are so swift that an observer may
generally get differences of position every hout.

Jan. 12. At the first hour of the next night I saw these heav
enly bodies arranged in this manner. The star furrhest to the
east
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*' ..O * Occ.

was greater than the star furthest to the west; but barh were very
conspicuous and bright; the distance af each one from Jupiter
was two minutes. A third star, certainly not in view before,
began to appear ar rhe rhird hour; ir nearly touched Jupirer on
rhe ease side, and was exceedingly small. They were all arranged
in the same straight line, along [he ecliptic.

Jan. ]3. For the first time four stars were in view in the fol
lowing position with regard to Jupiter. Theee were theee to the
west, and one to the east; they made a nearly straight line,

Ori. Oee:

but the middle star af rhose to the west deviared a litde from
the straight line towards the north. The star furthest ro the east
was at a distance Df 2' from Jupiter; there were intervals af l'
only between Jupiter and the nearest star, and between the stars
rhemselves, wcsr of Jupirer. All rhe srars appeared of rhe same
size, and rhough small rhey were very brillianr, and far ourshone
the fixed stars of the same magni tude.

Jan. 14. The wearher was c1oudy.
Jan. 15. Ar rhe rhird hour of rhe nighr rhe four srars were in

the state depicted in the next diagram with reference to Jupiter.

Od. O • N * * Occ.

All were to the west, and arranged nearly in the same straight
line; bur rhe srar which counred rhird from Jupirer
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was raised a linie to the north. The nearest to Jupiter was (he
smallest af all; the rest appeared larget and in arder af magni
tude; rhe intervals between Jupiter and (he rhree nearesr stars
were all equal, and were af the magni tude af 2' eaeh; but the
star fucrhesr to the west WJS distant 4' from the star nearest to

it. They were very brilliant, and nat at all rwinkling, as they
have always appeared bath befare and sinee. But at the seventh
houe there were ooly tluee stars,

Ori. o . * * OCC'.

presenting with Jupiter an appearanee af the fallawing kind.
They were, that is to say, in (he same straight line to ahair; the
nearest ro Jupiter was very smal!, and distant from the planet 3';
rhe distance af rhe second from this one was 1'; and af rhe (hird
from the seeand 4' 30". But after anather haur the twa middle
stars were still nearer, for they were only 30", or Jess, aparr.

Jan. 16. At the first haur af the night l saw three stars
arranged in this arder. Jupiter

Od, OCC'.

was benveen (WO af them, which were at a distance af O' 40"
from the planet an either side, and the third was west aflupiter
at a distance af 8'. The stars neae to Jupiter appeared brighter
than the star further off, but nor brger.

Jan. 17. Afrer sunset Ohours 30 minutes, rhe configuration
was of this kind. There was only one srar to the east,

Ori. o Oec.
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at a distance af 3' from Jupiter; to the west likewise there was

only one star, distant l I' from Jupiter. The star an the east

appeared twice as large as the star to the west; and thete were 110

more (han (hese two. But four houes afrer, that is, nearly at the

fifrh hout, a third star began to emerge an the east side, which,
befare its appearance, as I think, had been joined with the for

met af the (wa other stats, and the position was af this kind.

Ori. o ~ Occ.

The middle star was very neae indeed to the star an the east,
and was only 20" from it; and was a little rowards the somh af

the straight line drawn through the two extreme stars and

Jupiter.
Jan. 18. At O h. 20 m. after sunset, the appearance was such

as this. The star to the east was larger

Od. * o * Occ.

(han the western one, and was at a distance from Jupiter af 8',
the western one being at a distance af 10'.

Jan. 19. At the second hour af the night the relative position

af rhe stars was as follows:

Ori. * o * * Occ;

there were three stars exacdy in a straight line with Jupiter, one
to the east, at a distance of 6' from Jupiter; berween Jupiter and

the first star to the west in order, there was an interval of 5'; this
star was 4' off the other ane more to the west. At that time I was

doubtful whether ar not there was a star between the star to the

east and Jupiter, but so very close to Jupiter as almast to touch
the planet; but at the fifth hour I saw this star distinctly,
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by tbat time occupying exactly the middle pOSItion between

Jupiter and the eastern star, so that the configurarion was thus.

Ori. * ", O * * Occ.

Moreover, the star which had just come Into view was very
small; yet at the sixth houe ir was nearly as large as the rest.

Jan. 20 : 1 h. 15 m. A similar arrangement was seen. There
were theee stars,

Oec.

so small as scarcely to be distinguishable; their distances from

Jupiter, and from one another, were not more than 1'. I was
doubrful whether an (he western side there were two stars ar

three. About the sixtb hour they were grouped in this way. The
eastern star was twice

Ori. , OH Occ.

as far away from Jupiter as befare, that is 2'; an the western side,
the star in rhe middle was distant from Jupiter O' 40". and from
the star still fuether to the west O' 20"; at length. at the seventh

hour, theee stats were seen an the western side. The star neaees!

to Jupiter

Od. Occ.

was distant from the planet O' 20"; between this ane and the

star furthesr to rhe west there was an interval af 40". Between

these I saw another slightly to the south,
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and no more than ] O" distant from the most westerly star.

Jan. 21. O h. 30 m. There were three stars an the east side; the

stars and Jupiter were at equal distances apart.

Ori. Oec.

The intervals were by esrimarion 50" each. There was also one
star an the west, distant 4' from Jupiter. The star an the east

side nearest to Jupiter was the leasr af all.

Jan. 22 . 2 h. The grouping af the stars was similar.

Ori. * * Oec.

Theee was an interval af 5' from the star an (he east to Jupiter;

from Jupiter to the star farthest to the west 7'. The two iorerioe
stars on the western side were O' 40" apart, and [he star nearer

to Jupiter was l' from the planet. The inner staTs were smaller
than the outer ones, but (hey were situated all in the same

straight line, a10ng the ecliptie, exeept that the middle af the
theee western stats was slighdy to the south af it, but at (he sixrh

hour af the night they appeared in this position.

Ori. Occ.

The star on the east was very smal!, at a distance from Jupiter
of 5' as before; but the three stars on the west were separated by

equal distances from Jupiter and from each other; and the inter
vals were nearly l' 20" eaeh.
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The star nearest Jupiter appeared smaller (han (he othet two an
the same side, but they all appeared arranged exacrly in the
same straight line.

Jan. 2.3. At O h. 40 m. after sunset, the grouping af the stars
was nearly afrer (his fashion.

Od. * * O * Oec.

There were (heee stars with Jupiter in a straight line along the
ecliptic, as they always have been; (WO were an (he east af the
planet, one an the west; (he star furthesr to [he east was 7' from
(he next one, and (his star 2' 40" from Jupiter; Jupiter was 3'
20" from the star an the west; and they were all af nearly the
same size. But at [he Fifth houe (he two stars which had been
previously neae Jupiter were Ila longer visible, being, as I sup
pose, hidden behind Jupiter, and the appearance presented was
such as (his.

* o
Jan. 24. Three stars, all an rhe east side, were visible, and

nearly, but not quire, in (he same straight line

Od. * ** O Oec.

with Jupiter, for the star in the middle was slighrly ro the south
af ir. The star neares! to Jupiter was 2' distant from (he planet;
the next in arder O' 30" from this star, and the third was 9' fur
ther alf still; they were all very bright. But at the sixth hour two

Od. * * o Oec.
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stars only presented themselves to view in (his position, name
ly in the same sttaight line with jupitet exacdy, and the distance
af the neares( to rhe planet was lengthened ro 3'; rhe next was
2' further off, and unless I am mistaken, the two stars previously
observed in the middle had come togethet, and appeared as ane.

jan. 25. At l h. 40 m., the stars were grouped thus.

Ori. * o OeC".

There were onIy two stars an rhe east side, and (hese were rather
large. The star farthest to the east was 5' from rhe star in (he
middle, and it was 6' from jupiter.

Jan. 26. At O h. 40 m., the telative positions af the stars were
thus.

Oti~ * * o * <Kc.

Three stats were in view, af which two were east and the rhird
west of]upiter; (his one was distant 3' from rhe planet. On the
east side the star in the middle was at a distance af 5' 20"; (he
further star was 6' beyond; (hey were arranged in a straight line.
and were af the same size. At the Bfth hour the arrangement was
nearly rhe same, with this difference only,

Ori. * .* *
(hat the fourth star was emerging on the east side near Jupiter.
It was smaller than the rest, and was then at a distance of O' 30"
from Jupiter; but was taised a little above the sttaight line
towards the north. as the accompanying figure shows.

jan. 27. l h. after sunset, a single
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star only was in view, and (hat an rhe east

22

Od. o
side in [his position. It was veey smal!, and at a distance af 7'
from Jupitet.

Jan. 28 and 29. Owing to the intetvention of e1ouds, I could

make Ila observation.

Jan. 30. At [he first houe af [he night [he stars were in view,

arranged in the folIowing way.

Ori. * O *. Oec.

There was one star an [he east side, at a distance of2' 30" from

Jupiter; and there were twa stars an rhe west, af which [he one
nearet to Jupiter was 3' olf the planet, and the ather stat]' fur

[her. The places af the aurer stars and Jupiter were in rhe same
straight line; but [he star in [he middle was a litde above ir to
[he narth. The star farthest to the west was smaller than rhe rest.

On (he last clay af rhe month, at rhe second houe, two stars
an the eas( side were visible, and one an rhe west. af (he stars

east of the planet, the one in the middle was

On. ** O Occ.

distant from Jupiter; and the star further to the east was O' 30"
from the middle star; the star an the west was at a distance af

IO' ftom Jupitet. They were in the same straight line nearly, and
wauld have been exacdy so, only the star on the east nearest to

Jupiter was raised a little towards the north. At the fourth hour,
rhe two stars on rhe east

o Occ.
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were still nearer together, for they were only 20' apart. The

western star appeared rather smal! in (hese (Wo observations.

Feb. I. At the second hour of the night the arrangement was
similar. The star farthest to (he east from Jupiter

ari. * * Oec"

was ar a distance af 6', and (he western star 8'. an (he east side
(here was a very small star, at a distance af 20' from Jupiter.

They made a perfectly straight line.
Feb. 2. The stars were seell arranged (hus. There was one only

an (he case, ar a distance af 6'

Od" * o * * Oee.

from Jupiter. Jupiter was 4' from (he neares! star an (he west;
berween (his star and [he star further to [he west (here was an

interval af 8'; [hey were in [he same straight line exactly, and

were nearly af (he same magni tude. But at (he seventh houe
four stats were (here

Oli. * *0 * Occ.

(wa an each side of]upirer. Of (hese stars, the most easterly was
at a distance af 4' from the next; this star was }' 40" from

jupiter; jupiter was 6' from the nearest star an the west, and this

one from the star farther ro the west, 8'; and they were all aIike

in the same straight line, drawn in the direction af the Zodiac.
Feb. 3. 7 h. The stars were arranged in the folIowing way. The

star an the east was at a distance af l' 30" from jupiter.
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The nearest star an the west, 2', and ehere was a lang distance,

Od. * Oec.

10', from this star to (he star further to the west. They were

exacdy in the same straight line, and af equal magnitude.

Feb. 4. 2 h. Four stars arrended jupiter, twO on rhe east and
[wo an (he west,

OLi. * * * Occ.

arranged in one perfectly straighr line, as in the adjoining fig
ure. The star farthest to (he east was at a distance af 3' from (he

next srar. This one was O' 40" from jupirer; jupiter 4' from the
nearest star an (he west; and (his one from (he star Further to

rhe west 6'. In magni tude rhey were nearly equal; rhe star near

esc to Jupiter was rather smaller in appearance than (he rest. But
ar (he seventh houe the eastern stars were at a distance af only
O' 30" aparr. jupirer

Od. ** O * * Oec.

was 2' from the nearest star an the east; and from the star an
[he west, next in order, 4'; this one was distant 3' from the star

fanher ro rhe west. They were all equal in magnitude, and in a

straight line, drawn in the direction af the ecliptic.
Feb. 5. The sky was cloudy.

Feb. 6. Two stars only appeared,

Ori. * o * Oec.
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with Jupiter between them, as is seen in the accompanying fig
ure. The star on the east was 2' from Jupiter, and [hat on the
west 3'. They were in the same straight line with Jupiter, and
were equal in magni tude.

Feb. 7. There were rwo srars side by side IO the east ofjupirer,

Ori. **0
arranged in [his manner. The intervals between the statS and
jupiter were equal, and of l' each; and a straighr line would go
through them and the center of jupirer.

Feb. 8. 1 h. Three stars were rhere,

Ori. '*0 Oec.

all an the east side af Jupiter, as in the diagram. The nearest to

jupiter, a rather small one, was distant from the planet l' 20";
the middle one was 4' from this star, and was rather large; the
star farthest to the east, a very small one, was at a distance af O'

20" from this star. It was doubrful wherher there was one star
neae to Jupiter ar two, for somerimes ir seerned that there was
another star by irs side IOwards the east, wonderfully small, and
aoly 10" from il. They were all situJted at points in a straight
line drawn in the direction of rhe Zodiac. At the third hour the
star nearest to Jupiter was almost touching rhe planet, for ir was
only distant 10" from it; but rhe others had become furrher off,
for the middle one was 6' from jupirer. At length, at rhe fourrh
hour, [he star which was previousiy the nearest to Jupiter joined
with the planet and disappeared.

Feb. 9. oh. 30 m. There were lWO stars nexr ro jupiter
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011 (he east side. and one an the west, in an arrangement such

as this.

Ori. * o .. Occ.

The star furthest to the east, which was a rather small one, was
distant 4' from the next star; the star in [he middle was larger,

and at a distance of7' from Jupiter. Jupiter was distant 4' from
the western star, which was a small one.

Feb. 10. 1 h. 30 m. A pair of srars, very small, and both on
the east af the planet, were visible, in the folIowing position.

Od. .. Occ;

The farther star was distanr from Jupiter 10', the nearer O' 20",

and [hey were in the same straight line; but at the fourth hour

the star nearest to Jupiter no longer appeared, and the other
seemed so diminished that it muld scaredy be kept in sight,

although (he atrnosphere was quite clear, and the star was faf
ther from Jupiter dun befare, since irs distance was now 12'.

Feb. ll. l h. There were twa stars 011 the east, and one on the

west. The western star was at a distance of

Od. * o * Oec;

4' from Jupiter. The star on the east, nearest to the planet, was
likewise 4' from Jupiter; but the star farther to the east was at a

distance from this one of 8'; they were fairly clear to view, and
in the same srraight line; but at the thitd hour

Od. * * * Oec;

the fourth star was visible near to Jupiter on the east,
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less in magnitude (han the rest, separared from Jupiter by a dis
tance of O' 30", and slightly to the nonh out of the sttaight line
drawn through the rest. They were all very bright and extteme
ly disrinct, but at 5 h. 30 ffi. (he star on [he east neares[ to

Jupirer had moved fanher away from the planet, and was occu
pying a position midway between the planet and the neighbor
iog star farther to (he east. They were all in [he same straight
line exacdy, and of (he same magnirude, as may be seen in the
accompanying diagram.

Ori. * * * O * Occ.

Feb. 12. O h. 40 m. A pair of stars on the east, a pair likewise
on [he west, were neae (he planet. The star an rhe east furthesr
removed

Cd. * Occ.

from Jupiter was ar a distance af 10', and [he farther of (he stars
on the west was 8' olf They were both faitly distinet. The other
(WO were very neae to Jupiter, and very smal!, especially (he star
to rhe east, which was at a distance of O' 40" from Jupiter. The
distance af (he western star was 1'. But at (he fourth houe (he
star which was nearest to Jupiter an (he east was visible 00

longer.
Feb. ]3: Oh. 30 m. Two stars were visible in rhe east, two also

in [he west. The star on (he east near Jupiter

Od. * o Occ.

was fairly distinet; its distance from the planet was 2'. The star
further to the east was less noticeable; it was distant 4' from the
other. Of the stars on
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the west, the one furrhest from Jupiter, which was very disrinct,

was parted from the planet 4'. Between this stat and Jupiter
inrervened a small star dase to the most westerly star, being not

more than O' 3" off. They were all in the same straight line, cor

responding exaetly to the direetion af the ecliptic.
Feb. 15 (for an the 14th the sky was covered with clouds), at

the first houe, the position af the stars was [hus; that is, thete

were three stars an the east, but none

Ori. * "0 Oee.

were visible on the west. The star an the east nearest to Jupiter
was at a distance ofo' 50" from the planet; the next in ordet was

O' 20" from this star, and the furthest to the east was 2' from
the second star, and ir was laeger (han the oehets, for [hose neac

et to Jupiter were very small. But about the Iifth ham

Od. * -o Oec.

only one af the stars which had been near to Jupiter was to be
seen; ies distance from Jupiter was O' 30". The distance af rhe
star furthesr to the east from Jupiter had increased, for ir was

then 4'. But at the sixth hour, besides the two situated as just
described on the eas!,

Ori. * Oec.

one star was visible towards [he west, very small, at a distance of

2' from Jupitet.
Feb. 16. 6 h. Their plaees wete arranged as follows; that is. the

star on the east was 7' from Jupiter,
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jupiter 5' from the next star on the west, and this 3' from the

remaining star still further to the west. They were all

Od. '" o * * Oec.

af the same magnirude nearly, cather bright, and in the same

straight line, corresponding accurately to the difeerion af the

Zodiac.
Feb. 17. 1 h. Two stars were in view, one on the east, distant

3' from jupiter; the other on the west, distant IO'.

Od. * o Oec.

The latter was somewhat tess (han the star on the east; but at

the sixrh hou r the eastern star was neaeer to Jupiter, being at a
distance af O' 50", and the western star was further aET, namely
12'. At bath observations (hey were in the same straight line

wirh Jupiter, and were bath rarher small, especiaIly the eastern
star in the second observation.

Feb. 18. l h. Thtee stars were in view, af which [WC were on

the west and one an the east; the distance of the eastern star

from jupiter

Ori. * o * * Oec.

was 3', and af the nearest star an the west 2'; the remaining star,

still fart her to the west, was 8' from the middle star. They were

all in the same straight line exact1y, and of about the same mag
nirude. But at the second hour the stars nearest ro the planet

were at equal distances from Jupiter, for the western star was
now also 3' from the planet But at the sixth hour the fourth star
was visible between the star an the east and Jupiter, in the fol

lowing configuration. The star furrhest ro the east was at a dis
tance af 3' from the next
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in order; (his one was at a distance af l' 50" from Jupiter;

Jupirer was at a distance af 3'

Od. * * * Oec.

from (he next star an (he west, and (his 7' from the star still fur

ther to rhe west. These were nearly equal in magnitude, only the

star an the east neaeest to Jupiter was a litde smaller than the
rest, and they were all in the same straight line parallel to the

ecliptic.
Feb. 19. O h. 40 m. Two stars only were in view, west of

jupiter, rather large, and arranged exactly in the same straight

line

Od. o * *
with Jupiter, in the direcrion af the ec1ipric. The nearer star was

at a distance of 7' from jupiter and of 6' from the star further

to the west.
Feb. 20. The sky was cloudy.
Feb. 21. I h. 30 m. Three stars, rarher small, were in view,

placed thus. The star to (he east was

Ori. .. o Oec

2' from Jupiter; Jupiter was 3' from tht next, which was an the

west; and (his one was 7' from the star farther to the west. They
were exactly in the same straight line parallel to the ecliptic.

Feb. 25. I h. 30 m. (for on the three previous nights the sky
was obscured by clouds). Three stars appeared,

Od, 'Il o .. Oec

two on the east, at an equal distance from each other and from

jupiter,
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4' apart, (he same as the distance of (he nearer star from Jupiter;

an (he west rhere was one star at a distance af 2' from Jupiter.
They were exactly in rhe same straight line in (he direction af (he

ecliptic.
Feb. 26. O h. 30 m. A pair af stars anly were present, ane an

(he eas!, distant] O' from Jupiter; rhe Dther was an (he west,

Oli. o *
at a distance af 6'. The eastern stat was slightly smaller than the
western. At (he fifth haur three stars were visible; for, besides

rhe [WO

Ori. o· *
aIready noticed, a third star was in view, an (he west, neae

Jupiter, very small, which pteviausly had been hidden behind
Jupiter, and ir was at a distance af ]' from (he planer. But rhe
star an the eas! was seen to be farther off (han befare, being at
a distance af 11' from Jupiter. On this night, fat the first time,
I derermined to observe the motion ofJupiter and the adjacent
planets (his stars) along (he zodiac, by reference to some hxed
star; for there was a fixed star in view, eastwards of jupiter, at a
distance of Il' from the star on the east, and a 1itrie to the

south, in the folIowing manner.

Ori, o· *
Feb. 27. 1 h. 4 mThe stars appeared in the follawing canfig

uration. The star farthest to the east was at a distance of 10'

from jupiter; the next in order was near jupiter, being at a dis
tance of O' 30" from the planet. The next star was on the west

ern side,
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at a distance af 2' 30" from Jupiter; and the star further to the

west was at a distance af l' from this.

Od. * -o ** Oec.

* fix.

The two stars near to Jupiter appeared small, especiaIly the star
an rhe east; but (he stars farthest off were very bright, particu
lady that an the west, and they made a straight line in the direc

tion af the ecliptic exacdy. The motion af the planets towards
(he east was plainly seen by reference to (he aforesaid fixed star,

for Jupiter and his attendant stars were nearer to ir, as may be
seen in (he accompanying figure. At (he fi[[h houe the star an

(he cast, neae to Jupiter, was l' from the planet.
Feb. 28. l h. Only two stars were visible, one an (he east, at

a distance af 9' from Jupiter, and another an (he west, ar a dis

tance af 2'; (hey were

Ori. *
*lix:!

0* Oec.

both rather bright, and in the same straight line with Jupiter,
and a straight line drawn from (he fixed star perpendicular to

(his straight line feIl upan rhe star an the east, as in the figure.
At the fifth ham a third litde star an the east

Od. * * O * Oec.

was seen at a distance of 2' from Jupiter in the position shown

in the figure.
March 1. O h. 40 m. Four stars, all an the east
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af (he planet, were seen; (he star nearest to Jupiter was 2' from
the planet; the next l' from this; the third was O' 20" from the
second, and was

Ori. *"'''' O 0".

brighter than the others; and the star still further ro the east was
at a distance af 4' from ir, and was smaller (han (he Dthers. They
made a srraight line very near1y, only rhe star third from Jupirer
was slighrly above the line. The fixed star formed wirh Jupiter
and (he most easterly star an equilateral triangle, as in (he fig
ure.

March 2. O h. 40 Il1. Three planets were in attendance, twa
an the east and one an (he west, in [he configurarion shawn in
rhe diagram.

Ori. o *
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The star funhest to the east was 7' from Jupiter; from this star
(he nex( was distant O' 30", and (he star an (he west was sepa
rated from Jupiter by an interval af 2'. The stars furrhest alf
were brighter and laeger (han (he remaining star, which
appeared very small. The star furrhest ro the east seemed to be
raised a lirtIe towards (he north, out af the straight line drawn
through the other srars and Jupiter. The fixed star aiready
noriced was at a distance af 8' from (he western star, (hat is,
from the perpendicular drawn from that star to the straight line
drawn through all the system, as shawn in the figure given.

These determinations of the motion af Jupiter and the adja
cent planets by reference to a fixed star,
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I have though! well to present to the notlee af astronomers, in
order that anyone may be able ro undetstand from them that the
movements af (hese planets bath in longitude and in laritude agtee
exacdy with the motions [of Jupiter] which ate exttacted from
tables.

These are my observations upan the four Medicean planets,

recendy discovered for the fitst time by me; and although it is not
yet permitted to me to deduce by calculation from rhese observa
tions the periods of these bodies, yet I may be allowed to make
some statements, based upan them, well worthy af attention. In
the firs! place, since (hey are somerimes behind, sometimes befare

Jupiter, at like distances, and withdraw from this planet towards
(he east and towards the west only withill very narrow limits af
divergence, and since they accompany (his planet alike when its
motion is retrograde and direct, ir ean be a matter af doubt to Ila

one that they perform theit revolutions about this planet, while at
the same time they all move as ane around the center of the world
in t\Velve years. They revolve in unequal cirdes, which is evidently
the conc!usion to be drawn from the faet that I have never been
permitted to see t\Vo planets in conjunction when their distance
from Jupiter was great, whereas near Jupiter two, three, and some
times all, have been found c10sely packed IOgethet. It follows from
what is said above that the revolutions of the planets which
describe the smallest eirc1es round Jupiter are the most rapid, for
the stars nearest to Jupiter are often ro be seen in the east, when the
day before they have appeared in the west, and eonrrariwise. Also
the planet rraversing the greatest orb seems to me, after earefully
weighing the oeeasions of its returning ro positions previously
notieed, to have a periodic time of half a month. Besides, we have
a notable and splendid argument to remove the seruples of those
who ean tolerate the revolution of the planets round the Sun in the
Coperniean system, yet are so disturbed by the motion of one
Moon about the Earth, while both ttavel alOund the 5un in an orb
over the course of ayear, that they consider that this theory of the
eonstitlltion of the universe must be upset as impossible; for now
we have not one planet only revolving about another, while both
traverse a vast orb about the Sun, but our sense ofsight presents to

us fout stats citcling aboUl Jupiter, like the Moon about the Earth,
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while all af them together with Jupiter traverse a great orb moving
around the Suo in the space af twelve yeafS. Lastly, I must not pass

over the consideration af the reason why ir happens that the

Medicean stars, in perforrning very small revolutions about Jupiter,
seem somerimes more dun [wice as large as at other times. We ean

by no means look for the explanation in the mists af the Earth's
atmosphere, for they appear increased af diminished, while the
discs af Jupiter and neighboring fixed stars are seen quite unal
teted. That they approach and tecede from the Earth at the points
af their revolutions nearest to and furthest from the Earth to such
an extent as to account for so great changes seems altogether

untenable, for a suict circular motion ean by 00 means show those
phenomena; and an elliptical motion (which in this case wouId be

nearly rectilinear) seems to be both unteoable and by 00 means in
harmony with rue phenomena obsetved. But I gladly publish the
exp1anation which has occurred to me upon this subject, and sub

mit it to the judgment and criticism of all true philosophers. It is
certain that when atmospheric mists intervene the 5un and Moon

appear Iarget, but the fixed stats and planets less than they teaIly
are; hence the former luminaries, when near the horizon, are larg

er than at other times, but stars appear smaller, and are frequently
scarcely visible; also they are still more diminished if those mists are

bathed in light; so stars appeat very small by day and in the twi
light, but the Moon does not appear so, as I have previousIy

remarked. Moreover, it is certain that not only the Earth, but also
the Moon, has its own vaporous sphere enveloping it, for the rea
sons which l have previously mentioned, and especiaIly for those

which shall be stated more fully in my System, and we may consis
tendy decide that the same is true with regard to the rest af the

planets. So that it seems to be by no means an untenable opinion
to place round Jupiter also an orb denser than the rest of the ether,
about which the MEDICEAN planets revolve, like the Moon
about the sphete of the elements. And that by the interposition of
this otb they appeat smaller when they are in apogee. But when in
perigee, through the absence or attenuation of that orb, they

appear larger. Lack of time prevents my going further inta these

marters; kind Reader, expect more an these subjects shortly.
F I N I S


